
Favorite Pro-Life Slogans 
 

Life begins at conception. It ends at Planned Parenthood. 

 

I worked in the abortion industry. I am now pro-life. You CAN quit! 

 

Heartbeats detected must be protected. 

 

1/3 of my generation is missing. 

 

It’s a child – not a choice; I regret my abortion. 

 

I mourn my aborted sibling. 

 

I regret lost fatherhood. 

 

Terrorists have killed 3,000 since 1990. Abortionists killed 3,500 in America yesterday. 

 

We protect: rainforests, whales, trees – and unborn babies. 

 

Call me an extremist but I think that dismemberment is wrong. 

 

No law can give me the right to do what is wrong. 

 

This feminist opposes discrimination by dismemberment. 

 

A fetus=a child=a human being (Luke 1:39-45). 

 

Real men love babies. 

 

In the name of women’s rights – babies’ rights are snuffed out. 
 

I am the pro-life generation; my generation will end abortion. 

 

There is no argument for abortion that makes sense! 

 

Both lives matter! Life is for everyone! 

 

If abortion is about women’s rights – where were mine? 

 

All those in favor of abortion have already been born! 

 

The greatest threat to Planned Parenthood is the Truth! 

 

Abortion is called a choice – but someone dies. 

 

The unborn are human beings just like you and me. That is why it is wrong to kill them 

 

A massacre of Innocents; abortion is an American holocaust. 

 

I survived the rape. I never got over my abortion. 

 

It is not a war on choice; it is a revulsion against killing. 



 

Abortion is an industry of death. 

 

Abortion is always wrong because it is always killing. 

 

We march for those who can’t. 
 

One unborn baby is murdered every 98 secs.  

 

Abortion on demand = the gospel of choice. 

 

It is a poverty to decide that a child must die so that you can live as you wish. ( Mother Teresa?) 

 

No law can give you the right to do what is wrong, 

 

Abortion is legal because babies can’t vote. 
 

Every abortion has 2 victims: one damaged, one dead. 

 

It’s not science; it’s violence. Pro-life is pro-science. 

 

Speak up for those who cannot. I cannot stand by while innocent lives are being lost. 

 

Butchering babies for trade in the open market is barbaric. 

 

The most dangerous place for a black American baby is in the womb of its black American mother. 

 

My birth mother walked out of Planned Parenthood. 60,086,776 babies never left. I walk for them. 

 

Your baby has its own DNA. That makes you separate humans! 

 

I love adoption! 

 

Abortion is the definition of evil – pure and simple. 

 

The Constitution says: “No state shall deprive any person of life…” So why is abortion legal? 

 

Abortion really is about adults wanting to kill children legally. 

 

I am pro-life because there is always a better answer than abortion. 

 

Abortion is not medicine. It is not necessary. It is just a license to kill. 

 

Why do grown-ups get to bash the baby, when we kids don’t get to break our toys or hurt our pets? Isn’t 
abortion like breaking my doll – only worse? 

 

One unplanned pregnancy saved us all! 

 

Help us make abortion unthinkable. 

 

You have to join the side you are on! 

Some babies die by chance, None should die by choice! 

Sanctity of Life vs. Sanctity of choice! 

It’s OK to kill a baby in the womb when?____________________ 



Life is for everyone! 

Every abortion has 2 victims: one dead and one hurt. 

It’s not choice – it’s violence. 

 

Not equipped to engage? Try these: 

 

Pro-abortion advocate: It’s a private choice between a woman and her doctor. 
You: Should we allow parents to abuse a 2-yr. old if it’s done in private? 

 

Pro-abortion advocate: If you cannot afford a child, you should be free to abort it. 

You: Can you kill a 2-yr. old if he/she gets too expensive? 

 

Pro-abortion advocate: This is a very complex issue. Women agonize over it. 

You: Is it OK to kill my 2 yr. old if I agonize over it? 

 

Pro-abortion advocate: Is it fair to bring into the world an unwanted child? 

You: Is it fair to kill a 2 yr. old child if I no longer want him? 

 

Pro-abortion advocate: You are forcing your morality on all women. 

You: If you saw a mother abusing her child, you would feel justified in forcing your morality upon her. 

 

It is not as if we haven’t had instruction. Beyond Scripture,  there are at least 37 historical quotations 

condemning abortion. 

The Didache says this under the heading: the teaching of the Lord to the nations – do not slay a child by 

abortion nor what is begotten shall you destroy. 

 

“As I look back across the 25 yrs. separating me from that revolting extravaganza playing itself out on the bodies 

of pregnant women and their slaughtered babies, I am struck by the …moral and spiritual vacuum at the core 
of this…And yet, the thing was so obviously sordid. Why couldn’t we make the link between the ethical and 
the moral, between the shoddy practices and shabby practitioners, the evident greed and callous motives, 

between the crassness of the enterprise and those involved in it, between all these ethical indicators and the 

grotesque immorality of the act itself?” Dr. Bernard Nathanson, The Hand of God 

 

Those who love God have a duty to stop our society’s apathetic acceptance of barbarity and brutality. 

 

Recommended reading: 

• ProLife Answers to ProChoice Arguments, Randy Alcorn 

• The Hand of God, Dr. Bernard Nathanson 

• Dehumanizing the Vulnerable, When Word Games Take Lives, William Brennan 

• The Abortion Holocaust, Today’s Final Solution, William Brennan 

• Why Pro-Life?, Randy Alcorn 

• We Choose Life, Dave Sterrett 

• Compelling Interest,  The Real Story behind Roe v. Wade, Roger Resler 

• The Spirit of Adoption, Adoption is the next frontier for those who call themselves pro-life, 

Randy & Kelsey Bohlender 

• Unplanned, Abby Johnson 

• Compelling Interest, Roger Resler 

• The Walls Are Talking, Abby Johnson with Kristin Detrow 

 

 


